Felina’s scrawls 8
It is good to learn some new spells…. Reed and I exchange some spells and Weldin shows me
some new ones. Luckily people are more open about magic in these regions. Still some spells
are hard to get. Spells to learn more about the properties of magic items for instance.
After a few days the feeling rises again….. the feeling being watched. The feeling being
sought after. Cuura must have the same feeling, because when the opportunity arises we both
want to leave as soon as possible.
This opportunity is a halfling settlement which is harassed by a Ettin. (yeah, an Ettin again.
Maybe the are common in the neighbourhood)
The halflings over here seem to be barterers. We agree to exchange most of our services for
some recipes for our new cook Kendalan. The problem here is the Ettin who is molesting the
halflings and attracting more trouble in the form of Orcs and other evil beings.
A halfling guide brings us to the place the Ettin usually spends the night. It is a ruin of a small
temple of Lathander. The Ettin is not at home so we can sneak around. We find a riddle on the
wall, which tells us more or less the Ettin is the product of a curse or similar effect.
Since the Ettin is not at home there is only one thing to do: we wait.
Then an alarm reaches us. The Ettin is spotted somewhere else. We rush to the halfling
village. Cuura is faster on her horse and when we get there she has gathered a small army. She
leaves Grimwald in charge of the army and moves on to the location of the Ettin.
The halflings scatter within seconds as Cuura is out of sight. That leaves the party to rush
after Cuura. When we see the Ettin, Cuura is already charging it. I thought there was some
kind of plan…. To talk to it and remove the curse, cure the disease or something like that.
The Ettin takes care of this himself. After some thrown boulders and hits Cuura goes down.
Kendalan and Grimwald move in to help here, but almost suffer the same fate. Between the
cures we talk to the Ettin and somewhere say the right thing, because it changes in a
human….

